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Abstract

Pfaffian graphs are those which can be oriented so that the 1-factors have equal sign, as calcu-
lated according to the prescription of Kasteleyn. We consider various operations on graphs and
examine their effect on the Pfaffian property. We show that the study of Pfaffian graphs may be
reduced to the case of subcubic graphs (graphs in which no vertex has degree greater than 3) or
bricks (3-connected bicritical graphs).

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.) (1985 Revision): 05 C 70.

1. Pfaffian graphs

In this paper we consider only finite graphs with no loops or multiple edges.
A method for the enumeration of the 1-factors of a planar graph G has

been given by Kasteleyn [1]. In order to explain Kasteleyn's idea, let us first
transform G into a directed graph G* by assigning an orientation to each
edge. Consider the set F = {/ , , . . . , fk} of 1-factors of G*. For all i write

ft = {(",i. vn)> K2 > wa)' • • • > («,•« > win)} >
where «.., to, e V{G*) for all j . (We write (u, w) for an edge of G*
directed from vertex u to vertex w .) Associate with ft a plus sign if

unwn uawa---uinwin

is an even permutation of

unwnunwn---ulnwln,
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and a minus sign otherwise. Thus the signs of the 1-factors are dependent
on the choice of / , , but it is clear that the resulting partition of F into
two complementary subsets is not. Moreover a permutation of the edges in
a particular 1-factor leaves the sign of that 1-factor unchanged, but reversal
of the orientation of an edge e alters the sign of each 1-factor containing e .
We say that G is Pfaffian if it is possible to choose G* so that its 1-factors
agree in sign. In this case we call G* a Pfaffian orientation of G.

Kasteleyn [1] shows that once a Pfaffian orientation for G has been found,
then the enumeration of the 1-factors of G is reduced to the evaluation
of a certain determinant. Moreover he gives an efficient algorithm for the
construction of a Pfaffian orientation for any planar graph.

Though every planar graph is Pfaffian, many non-planar graphs are not.
The following condition for a graph to be Pfaffian is given in [2] (see also
[6, page 324]). A set S of 1-factors in a graph G with orientation G* is
intractable if

(a) each edge of G belongs to an even number of 1-factors in S,
and

(b) an odd number of 1-factors in S have a plus sign (or a minus sign).

Clearly (a) implies that \S\ is even, and that property (b) is independent of
the choice of orientation. A necessary and sufficient condition for G to be
Pfaffian is for it to have no intractable set of 1-factors.

Figure 1 gives three examples of non-Pfaffian graphs. For each example,
we list the 1-factors of an intractable set, with their signs as determined
by the orientation and the choice of / , . (Here, and subsequently, a 1-factor
{(ux,w{],(u2,w2),...,(un,wn)} is abbreviated as (M,U;1)(M2U;2)---

(«W.).)
Examples such as these motivate the following conjecture.

CONJECTURE 1. In any non-Pfaffian graph the cardinality of a minimum
intractable set ofl-factors is 6.

A second criterion for a graph to be Pfaffian involves alternating circuits.
We identify paths and circuits with their edge sets. A circuit is alternating
with respect to two given 1-factors if it is their symmetric difference. The
symmetric difference of two arbitrary 1-factors is the union of a set of vertex
disjoint alternating circuits.

An alternating circuit in a directed graph is called clockwise odd or clock-
wise even according to the parity of the number of its edges directed in the
clockwise sense. Since every alternating circuit has even length, it does not
matter which sense is designated as clockwise. It was shown by Kasteleyn [1]
that two 1-factors agree in sign if and only if the number of clockwise even
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alternating circuits included in their symmetric difference is even. It follows
that an orientation of a graph is Pfaffian if and only if every alternating
circuit is clockwise odd. In fact it suffices to check this condition only for
those circuits which are alternating with respect to an arbitrary but fixed
1-factor.

A set S of alternating circuits in a graph G with orientation G* is called
intractable if (a) each edge of G belongs to an even number of alternating cir-
cuits in S, and (b) an odd number of alternating circuits in S are clockwise
even.

Property (a) implies that property (b) is independent of the choice of
orientation.

It is shown in [2] that G is Pfaffian if and only if it has no intractable set
of alternating circuits. For instance, in the graphs of Figure 1, {fx + f2, / 3 +
fA, fs + f6} forms an intractable set of alternating circuits.

The following conjecture is closely related to Conjecture 1.

CONJECTURE 2. In any non-Pfaffian graph the cardinality of a minimum
intractable set of alternating circuits is 3.

Certain operations preserve the property of being Pfaffian or non-Pfaffian.
An easy example is even subdivision. We define a subdivision of a graph G to
be a graph obtained from G by replacing an edge joining vertices v and w
by a path P joining v and w such that V(P)nV(G) = {v , w} . The subdi-
vision is called even if |F(P)| is even. A graph G' is called an even subdivi-
sion of G if for some positive integer k there exist graphs Gx, G2,..., Gk

such that G, = G, Gk = G' and, for all integers / such that 1 < i <k,
Gi+l is an even subdivision of Gt.

It is easy to see that if G' is an even subdivision of G then G' is Pfaffian
if and only if G is Pfaffian. Indeed, suppose that (x, y) is a directed edge
in some orientation of G, to be replaced by directed edges (x, a), (a,b),
(b,y) in an orientation of G', and that the remaining edges of G and G' are
identical and agree in orientation. Then 1-factors in G are transformed into
1-factorsin G' either by adjoining (ab) or by replacing (xy) by (xa)(by).
Since G' has no other 1-factors, the result is immediate.

Sections 2 and 3 examine the effect on the Pfaffian or non-Pfaffian property
of some other operations on a graph. Both of these sections reduce the
problem of characterising Pfaffian graphs to the case of a special kind of
graph, a subcubic graph in Section 2 and a brick in Section 3.
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{ad)(bf)(ce)
(ae)(bf)(cd)
(ae){bd)(cf)
(af)(bd)(ce)
(af)(be)(cd)

f2

(af)(bh)(cj)(dg)(ei)
{af)(bc){de){gh)(ij)f2 {af)(bc){de){gh)(ij)

f3 (ae){bh)(cd){fg){ij)
/4 (ab)(de)(cj)(fg)(hi)
f5 (ae)(bc)(dg)(fj)(hi)
f6 (ab){cd){ei)(fj){gh)

1
'A

(ab)(cd)(jk)(le)(fi)(hg)
(bc){dj){kl){ef){ih){ag)
(dj){le){fi){ag){bk)(ch)
(ab)(kl)(fg)(ji){ch)(de)
(bc)(jk)(ih)(fg)(de)(la)
(cd)(ef)(hg)(ji)(bk)(la)

FIGURE 1. Some non-Pfaffian graphs

2. Reduction to subcubic graphs

We call a graph subcubic if no vertex has degree greater than 3. In this
section we show that the problem of characterising Pfaffian graphs may be
reduce to the case of subcubic graphs.

Let v be a vertex of degree k > 3 in a graph G. Let w{,w2, , w,.
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FIGURE 2. Reduction to a subcubic graph

be the neighbours of v , and without loss of generality let G be oriented so
that v is a sink. Let G' be the directed graph obtained from G by replacing
v and its incident edges by new vertices

vl,v2,...,vk,ul,u2,...,uk_l

and directed edges

(w, , V.) , (Wi , V~) (W, , V, ) , (M, , V , ) , ( M T , V-,)
v i > \) > v w 2 ' 2 ' ' ' v Ac' Ac' ' ^ 1 ' 1 ' ' v 2 ' 2 ' ' '

(See Figure 2 for the case k = 5 .) Each 1-factor of G is of the form A{wiv)
for some i , where A c E(G), and corresponds to the 1-factor

in G'. Then G' has no 1-factors other than those that correspond to 1-factors
of G in this way. Since

is an even permutation of

for each / > 1, it follows inductively that the former is an even permutation
of

Vl V2 «2" •«*"*-!

for each /'. It should now be clear that G' is Pfaffian if and only if G is
Pfaffian.
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3. Reduction to bricks

A graph G is bicritical if G-{u, v} has a 1-factor for any pair of vertices
M and v . We define a brick to be a 3-connected bicritical graph.

A graph is called l-factor covered if for each edge e there is a 1-factor
containing e.

Suppose that G is a graph which is l-factor covered but not bicritical.
Then (see [4]) it has a maximal set S of vertices such that |5 | > 2 and
G-S has exactly |5 | odd components (components with an odd number of
vertices). Let |5 | = k, and let / / , , . . . , Hk be the components of G-S. For
each i let Gt be the graph obtained from G by contraction of the subgraph
G-V{Ht). Let Go be the bipartite graph obtained from G by the successive
contraction of Hi for each i. We call Go the frame. It is shown in [3] that
G0,G{,... ,Gk are l-factor covered. It is also clear that, for any i, the
graph obtained from G by the contraction of Hi is l-factor covered.

Now we discard Go and any of G{, ... , Gk that are isomorphic to K2 ,
and we file those of Gi,..., Gk that are bicritical. The procedure is then re-
peated recursively for the remaining graphs. Eventually a family of bicritical
graphs is obtained.

A bicritical graph may be decomposed into bricks as follows. Let G be
bicritical and connected but not a brick. It follows that the connectivity of G
is 2. Hence there are vertices u, v such that G - {«, v} is not connected.
Let G[, G'2, ..., G'i be the components of G - {u, v}, and for each / let
Gi be the graph obtained from G[V{G\) u {u, v}] by adjoining an edge
between u and v if they are not already adjacent. It is shown in [5] that
Gt is bicritical. This procedure is repeated recursively until a list of bricks
is obtained.

The brick decomposition procedure described above motivates the study
of two operations. Firstly, let v and w be vertices, of equal degree d, in
graphs H and K respectively. Let vx,... ,vd be the neighbours of v and
w{,... ,wd those of w . Let G be the graph obtained from (H - {v}) u
(K - {w}) by adjoining an edge between v( and wt for each / . Then we
say that G is formed by splicing H and K at v and w respectively. We
call E(G) - [E(H) U E{K)] the splice of G.

Secondly, let x and y be edges in graphs H and K respectively. Let L
be a graph obtained from H and K by identifying x and y to form an
edge e. Then graphs L and L — {e} are said to be obtained from H and
K by gluing H and K at x and y. The brick decomposition procedure
shows that any l-factor covered graph may be constructed from bricks by
gluing and splicing, where the graphs being glued and spliced each have more
than one edge.
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First we show that splicing or gluing a non-Pfaffian graph to another graph
yields a non-Pfaffian graph.

THEOREM 1. Let H, K be l-factor covered graphs spliced at vertices v,
w respectively to form G. If either H or K is non-Pfaffian, then so is G.

PROOF. Suppose without loss of generality that H is non-Pfaffian. Then
H has an intractable set S of 1-factors. Let {el,e2, ... ,ek} be the splice
of G. For each / , let et join vertices v( G V(H) and w( e V(K), and let St

be the set of 1-factors in S which contain the edge ef of E(H) joining vi

and v . Since K is l-factor covered, there exists a l-factor f. in K which
contains the edge ef of E(K) joining wi and w. Let S't be the set of
1-factors of G of the form ($. - {ef}) U (ft - {ef}) U {et}, where st e St.
Then IJ/Li S'( is an intractable set of 1-factors of G.

THEOREM 2. Let H, K be connected l-factor covered graphs, distinct from
K2, which are glued at edges x, y respectively to form a graph G. If either
H or K is non-Pfaffian, then so is G.

PROOF. Suppose without loss of generality that H is non-Pfaffian. Then
H has an intractable set S of 1-factors. Let u, v be the vertices of V(G)
that are joined by x in H and by y in K. Let So be the set of 1-factors in
S that contain x. Let S{ = S - SQ. Since K is l-factor covered, K - {y}
has a l-factor f0, and K - {u, v} has a l-factor fx. For each i e {0, 1}
let Tt be the set of 1-factors of G of the form (s - {x}) U fi, where seSr

Then To U Ij is intractable in G.
Next let us show that gluing Pfaffian graphs yields a Pfaffian graph.

THEOREM 3. Let H, K be l-factor covered graphs, glued at edges x, y
respectively to form a graph G. If H and K are Pfaffian, then so is G.

PROOF. Let H, K be given orientations so that every alternating circuit
is clockwise odd and the orientations coincide on x and y.

Let A be an alternating circuit in G. Suppose first that A meets both
H - {x} and K - {y} . Let AH = A n E(H) and AK=An E{K). Note
that AH U {x} and AK u {y} are alternating in H and K respectively, and
hence clockwise odd. Therefore A is clockwise odd.

Now suppose that A C E(K). We show that A is alternating in K.
Since A is alternating in G, we can write A = f + g for 1-factors / and
g in G. If ( / - A) n £(*") is a l-factor of AT - F ( ^ ) , then we are done.
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Otherwise [ ( / -A)f\ E{K)] u {y} is a 1-factor of K - V(A). In both cases
A is alternating in K and hence clockwise odd. Thus G is Pfaffian.

If G is obtained by splicing 1-factor covered Pfaffian graphs H and K,
then G is not necessarily Pfaffian. However we proceed to describe a con-
dition on the splice of G that guarantees the desired conclusion. A cut X
in a graph G is denned to be a minimal set of edges such that G - X has
more components than has G. An example is a splice of G. A cut X is
called tight if | / n X\ = 1 for every 1-factor / . The required condition is
tightness of the splice.

First we require the following lemma.

LEMMA. Let T be a spanning forest of a Pfaffian graph G. Then an
arbitrary orientation of T may be extended to a Pfaffian orientation of G.

PROOF. We may assume without loss of generality that G is connected and
that T is a spanning tree with a root vertex r, chosen arbitrarily. Let G*
be a Pfaffian orientation of G, and let X be the set of edges of T whose
orientations in G* and the given orientation of T are distinct. For each
vertex v , let s{v) be the number of edges of X in the path in T joining r
and v . Thus if an edge e in T joins vertices y and z , then s(y) and s{z)
have opposite parity if and only if e e X. Let S be the set of all vertices v
with s(v) even. Change the orientation of each edge of G joining a vertex
of 5 to a vertex of V(G) - S. The set of edges of T whose orientations are
changed is X, and so the restriction to T of the new orientation of G is
the given orientation of T. Moreover the new orientation of G is Pfaffian,
because in any alternating circuit the number of edges whose orientations are
changed is even.

THEOREM 4. Let H, K be l-factor covered graphs spliced at vertices v ,
w respectively to form G. Suppose that in G the splice is tight. If H, K
are Pfaffian, then so is G.

PROOF. The previous lemma shows that H has a Pfaffian orientation in
which each edge incident on v is directed to v . Similarly K has a Pfaffian
orientation in which each edge incident on w is directed from w . We take
as our orientation of G that induced by the orientations of H and K, and
show that it is Pfaffian.

Let A be an alternating circuit of G.
Suppose A does not meet the splice C. Without loss of generality, we

may then assume that A is a circuit in K. Note that G - V{A) has a 1-
factor / , and / contains exactly one edge e of C. Let e join vertices
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vH e V{H) and wK G V(K), and let eK be the edge of E(K) joining wK

and w . Then (fnE(K)) u {e^} is a 1-factor of ^ - F ( ^ ) . Hence A is an
alternating circuit in K, and therefore clockwise odd.

Now suppose that A meets C. Since C is tight, we have \A n C| = 2.
Let ^ n C = {e, , *2} . For each i e {1, 2} , let et join vertices u,. € V(H)
and u;, G F(-K), let ef join v, and v in H, and let ef join wt and tu
in K. Therefore (An E(H))U {ef, e"} and (^ n E{K)) U {ef, ef} are
circuits. We denote them by AH and ^4^ respectively. Again G - V(A)
has a 1-factor / , and fnE(H) and fr\E(K) are 1-factors of H-V(AH)
and A" - ^(^JS-) respectively. Hence j4ff and AK are alternating circuits
in H and AT respectively. Therefore both are clockwise odd. We infer that
A n E(H) has an even number of edges oriented in each sense of A, as does
A n E{K). Therefore A is again clockwise odd.

Counterexamples exist if the assumption of the tightness of the splice is
dropped. (For instance, the Petersen graph can be constructed by an appro-
priate splice of two wheels, each with six vertices, at their hubs. The wheels
are 1-factor covered and Pfaffian, but the Petersen graph is non-Pfaffian.)
However it is easy to check that, if the brick decomposition procedure is
reversed, then all splices are tight.
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